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ABSTRACT:

In the paper we consider a link in an ATM network at burst level where we
focus on the duration of heavy load situations. As a general source model we
take a stationary stochastic process representing the instantanious bitrat
(load) variations. Some general formulas for the excess time distribution are
given and numerical results are presented for a multiplex of homogenous
sources.
time the load is above a certain capacity
level, and the distribution of the excess time
1. Introduction

is determined by the probability that the load
is above that level (in the whole interval) up

When applying statistical multiplexing for ATM
it may happen that the load from the existing
connections exceeds the capacity of a link.
Even when the call acceptance procedure keeps
the probability of exceeding the capacity
below a certain limit (e.g. 10E-8) this event
may occur after a (finite) time. During such
periods excessive cell loss far above the
agreed quality of service (QOS) may occur.
This effect is related to variations at the
burst (load) level for each source (e.g. a
video codec). [1] [2] [3]

to a certain time. If we take the link
capasity as the level the excess time will
describe a period where the link is partly
overloaded. However, the cell losses are also
related to the characteristic buffer times. If
the excess periods are greater than the time
to empty the link buffer, we may assume that
all the exceeding bitrate is lost. Therefore,
in this case it seems resonable to approximate
the cell loss in overload periods as the mean
excess bitrate divided by the

~ean

bitrate

during these periods. [4] [5]

As a general source model at burst level we
take a stationary stochastic process.
representing the instantanious bitrate (load)
var~ations. EspeCially, the time dependent
load variation is described by the autocorrelation of the process. If all the sources
act independent, the autocovariance function
for the total load is the sum of the auto-

2. The excess time distribution
We let B(t} be a stationary stochastic process
representing the instantanious bitrate (load)
on an ATM-link. For a ~iven capacty level e,
we define the following time dependent excess
probability

covariances of the indvidual connections.
TE(O, t}}

Another measure of the time variation in the
load ' process is the duration of excess
periods. ~ excess period is defined as the

which is the probability that the bitrate
(load) is above a given level C in an interval

(1)
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of length t. (Observe that for a stationary
process the excess probability (l) is

above the level C. divided by the rate at
which the process moves across that level.

invariant of the starting point of the
"interval. )

This rate is just given by
li P{B(O)<C.B(6t»C}
~t~O
. 6t

capasity

--T' (O)
C

(5)

So the expression for the mean excess time

level C

could as well be derived by direct arguments:
i.e. as the portion of the time the process is
above the level C divided by the up-crossing
rate.

3. Markov processes
time

t

In the rest of this paper we assume that the
load B{t) is described by a discrete Markov

Figure 1. Definition of excess time for B{t)

process with N+l states {denoted {O.l •...• N}).
(We assume that the load varies in step jb
Let TC be the duration of an excess period

where b is the unit level of changes in the

above the level C. From the the difinition of

bitrate.) Let Q-{qij) be the genetator and

an excess period we get the following relation

P-{Pi) be the stationary distribution. i.e.
given by

between the distribution of TC and ,c{t):
P{TC>t)=

P.Q=O

!!~OP{B{O)<C.B{T»C.TE{6t.t)IB{O)<C.B{6t»C}

= !!~O

'C{t-6t)-'C{t)
'C{O)-'C{6t)

The excess probabili ty (l) may be w·ri t ten as

'b{t)

'b{O)

(2)

Whence. we see that the distribution of an
excess period for a general stationary

where QC·{qij); i.j> jC' and PC·{Pi); j>jc
is the generator and stationary distribution

stochastic process is given as the normalized

Using the relation (2) we get the mean excess

containing only the part exceeding the "level
C. and e is a column vector with ones. Also jc
C
=[C/b] is the limit state. Using (6).(3) and

period (above the level C) as:

(4) we get the mean excess time as:

derivative of the excess probability Cl).

(3)

PC·eC
E[TC] - ---::p:-C~'Q:-C";;'"e-C

Also for the second order moment we get

(7)
~
E[ c] -

2

£ ,c{t)dt
- T' (0)

C

We observe that the mean excess period is
given as the probability that the load is

(4)

and the second order moment:
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(where (*) denotes convolution). We also

(8)

For a birth-death process with birth- and

p;{j). rtil (*) pr(j);
r_s

death-rates Ai and vi' the Q-matrix may be
inverted explicitly. and the two first moment

E[~].

v

(13)

T

written:

i~j C+1

s-l •.•.• K

The generator matrix Q for the superposed
load is calculated to be:

of the excess time distribution may be

E[TC]·

define the convolution of all except the s-th
source:

Pi

(9)

p
jC+ 1 jC+ 1
2

VjC+1PjC+l

i~jC+l

_1_
viPi

2

(j~iPj)

{10}

A special case of interest is when all the
sources are identical (Le. QS. Q:; s.,l •..• K) ,.
Then the formula - above may be rewritten as

where the steady state distribution is given
by the well known product solution
k=1.2 •....• N

{11}

4. Superposing several sources

where (*)kP{i) denotes k-times convolution of
p{i).

The up-crossing intensity in (7) for the
superposed load may be calculated as:

In general the total load on a link is the
superposed process from all sources on that
link. By assuming independent state model
(discrete Markov process) for each sources.
the multiplex also will be of the same type.
To get the excess measures for the superposed
process we therefore only need to calculate
the generator matrix for the superposed

In most cases. when the number of sources in a
multiplex is high .-or to be more precise-.

process.

when the limit state is greater than the
number of states in each individual sources.
-s .
s-l •...•• K. then p (1)·O ; i>N
Le. jC>Ns
s
s
i>N or j>N .50 the sums in (16)
and qij-O
ss
.
only go to Ns . Taking _this into account (16)
may be written as:

Consider a multiplex of K sources each with
generator matrix QS.(q~j) and stationary
distributions
pS.{ps{j»; s.l •...• K • Let
N +1 be the number of states for source s. and
s
{O.l •••••• N } the corresponding state space;
s
s-l •••••• K. Then the distribution of the total

(17)

load is the convolution of the steady state
distributions for the individual sources:
Observe that the up-crossing intensity (17) is
(12)

given by the steady state distribution and the
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generators (Q-matrixes) of each individual
source, and the convolution of the stady state
distribution of the K-l other sources. The
form of (17) is therefore well suited for

[ms]

(

;

numerical calculations.

•

150 Nbit/"!
5. A numerical example
As a numerical example we have consider a link
which is offered a multiplex of two state
sources sending either at 0.4 or 2.0 Mbit/s.
The duration in each state is assumed to be
neg. expo distributed with mean 62.5 and 37.5
ms respectivly, (see figure 2), giving a mean
bitrate of 1.0 Mbit/s and burstiness
(peak/mean) of 2.0 • The load on the link is
increased by adding new sorces.
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Figure 3 The 'mean excess period for a
multiplex of two level sources offered to a
150 and 600 Mbit/s link.
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Figure 2 The two level source model applied
in the numerical calculations
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For ATM having cells of (48+5) length, and
assuming 100 buffer palces and a link of
either 150 or 600 Mbit/s the time to emty a
full buffer is approximately 0.4 or 0.1 ms
respectively. We take these constants as the
characteristic buffer time for the comparison
below.

Figure 4 The variance of the excess
period for a multiplex of two level sources
offered to a 150 and 600 Mbit/s link.
From figure 3 we see that the mean excess
times are above the critical buffer times for
both a 150 and 600 Mbit/s link. However for
load less than approximately 0.8 the mean
excess time is less than three times the
critical buffer times. If we scale the

9S

duration in each state by a common factor the
mean excess time also will be scaled by the
same factor. By reducing the state durations

[2] Kleinewillinghofer-Kopp, Lehnert (R1022):
ATM Reference Traffic Source and Traffic
Mixes, R1012 RACE Workshop: Traffic and

by a factor of approximately three, we see
that the mean excess times are below the
critical buffer time for load below 0.8
Whence, the exampel above may be considered as
a limiting case giving the time scale at burst
level which can or cannot be absorbed by
buffers.

Performance Aspects in IBCN, Munich,July 3-4,
1990
[3] Monteiro, Gerla and Fratta: Statistical
Multiplexing in ATM Networks, Proc. Fourth
Intrenational Conference on Data Comminication
systems and their Performance, Barcelona, June
1990

From the example above it seems resonable to
assume that bursts in the range up to 10 ms
well may be buffered. However for burst length
variation above this value the excess periods
will be greater than the buffer times, and the
buffers will not be abel to absorb such

[4]

Li: A New Performance Measurement for

Voice Transmission in Burst and Packet
Switching, IEEE Trans. on Com., vol. com-35
no. 10, oct. 1987

variations in the bitrate.

[5] Li: Study of Information Loss in Packet
Voice Systems, IEEE Trans. on Com., vol. 37 ,

In figure 4 the variance of the excess periods

no. 11 novo 1989

are given. We observe that the variance is
greater than for pure neg. exp. distribution ,
so the excess time distribution will have
hyperexponential charachteristics.

6. Conclution
The result presented give some insight to the
effect of the time scale at burst level for a
multiplex of homogenious sources. It is
pointed out that there exists a limit in the
burst level variations which can be absorbed
by buffers. When the bursts are longer than
this level buffering will have little effect
on the cell losses. Of cause more complex
models must be studied to get a better insigth
to these questions covering buffering and cell
loss in an ATM network.
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